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A WILD KING AND KING IN THE WILD: 

A REVIEW OF GIDEON KING'S SPOKEN WORD

ALBUM: WILD.

BY  Alex Izang.

Four letter words are very profound and defining, foremost among them include

Love, Hate, Hope, Fall, Rise, Seer, etc but for  Gideon King the most powerful

four letter word is:  WILD; wild it is because in it is contained all other words in

their varied nuances.  WILD: Words Illuminating Life and Death or  Wisdom

Illustrating  Love  from a  Distance; on  these  two  dynamics  rests  the  entire

interpretation of a 9-track spoken word album that sets a paradigm of its own

without departing from excellence carved for spoken poetry by preceding albums

of the likes of Ruddapoet and Northpriest.



Gideon in 9 tracks is telling the world especially the young that there's no need

to go on drugs or  sexual  escapades to get  wild because words are enough,

words built on the Word. The poet begins with a prophetic touch, taking the eyes

of a SEER he calls society to order; describing himself and his mission as: "The

seer  with  satelite  visions,  eyes  of  mufasa,/  Wisdom  Illustrating  Love  from a

Distance  reading  golden  poetry,  an  un-dead  Prose,/  Prophetional  algorithms,

debugging metaphors." Setting the piece against a society so blind as to not see

how wrong it is, how it fails in living up to expectation. In this piece is set the

magna carter for the album for the other right shall be indepth echoes of what the

SEER has seen; his mind is not just spiritual but technological as expected of a

tech-guru and figurative as proper to a poet.

What did he see first? He saw  Slaves with Cowns as he walked with Habila

Mohoret; together they sought to set them upon liberation. What is more ironical

that "a man fearing the soldier man who is following another man's command?"

But in this 4:49minutes track ushered in by slave song the King intimates us that

we are slave to many things that matter not: from the politician enslaved to his

pocket and power, thereby enslaving the people, grooming a people enslaved to

fear, a people that can not live for themselves; they do this by giving religious

crowns to political slavery, hence we meet the unholy alliance between religion

and politics which is uses to blind the people while the elites play their game of

thrones. Mohoret, in sharp and sweet voice, begs us to stay our guards down

and let our freedom be free.

The king-poet is not speaking from a royal blue but from experience of a certain

slavery, a slavery of a darkness darker than any night, hence the piece  SONG

OF THE NIGHT. No where did the seer made bare his rented heart as he did

here; a story of regret, but more importantly of amazing grace. The title of the

piece tells, as shown by the chorus,  that Jesus Christ is the  SONG OF THE

NIGHT, a night so cold and devoid of choice to even talk. A soul being to hell and



back,  tossed  around  seas,  smeared  in  shadows,  romanced  with  depression,

aligned with carnality, steeped in search of truth, given to anti-good, to mention

but a few. The pain is that "sometimes the heart has reasons that the head will

not understand" hence it boils down to regret. That one cannot control time is the

basis of regretable actions; he cautions against envy: "walk not in another man's

skin"; he lambasts the secularistic tendency of the contemporary time. Having

being lost but found, blind but now seeing, only one song fits the survival of the

night: amazing grace, but amazing grace has a face and a name: Jesus Christ,

not  just  today,  tomorrow  but  everyday.  He  is  the  perfect  WILD. The  chorus

expertly rendered by Fortune says it all  in a tune that should echo for a long

while.

The seer no rest, immediately hin com back from hin night waka wey help am

see plenty things hin just send us serious letter bomb wey hin name  GBEGE.

The matter wey hin wan settle no be play; if you see tortoise for afternoon you go

no  say  the  matter  no  be  here.  The  politicians  don  too  carry  us  play,  dy  lie

upandan  n  e  pain  broda  Gidi  dats  why  hin  gats  send  message  to  open  hin

corntree pipu eye and to tell the senior men wey dy scatter the corntree say we

dy watch. Wetin we no get for this corntree but see as poverty plenty pass food,

no work, no peace, nothing serious to show; we go worry since oil no dy even

warri. E com worse as e be say some pipu dia job na to job pipu abi na girls wey

don turn slayers with dia body...inside dis spoken word, the punchline dm plenty,

hin use serious language open the nyash of plenty pipu. Our corntree matter wey

pass Mathias hand need settlement asap. D ansa wey d Lion King be say "na

corporation dy make rice full pot", e mean say if naija go better na togeda we

gats do am.

It is a consensus that being a Nigerian is a factor for depression; GKing seeks to

share  his  wild,  his  Wisdom  Illustrating  love  from  a  distance  because

DEPRESSION is a consequence of feeling unloved, feeling distanced from every



other  person.  From his  experience,  atleast  from  SONG OF THE NIGHT,  he

began: "Tonight I  offload the world on my shoulder/  to expose my weakness,

nakedness,/ Feel this pulse fading in my chest.."

Having returned from a negative wild, he sets upon illuminating on with words on

where we stand viz between life and death. So timely is the theme of suicide

which is well exposed herein, a situation that has caught up with many people

especially creatives; the pain is real: guilt of sin, betrayals, failures, the load is

depressing but one question every soul  must ask when faced with he advice

"take this gun (or sniper or rope) and end this now" should be: "But if it takes 2

second to end a life  I  had no idea how it  start..?"  The solution  to suicide is

nothing but spiritual as enshrined by the line: "So I walked boldly to the throne of

mercy my home/ Fathers open arms embrace of grace..." The goal is to hold on

to Christ who is our revival; Soul Pee is saying: where there is God there is no

despair. He always shows up. Let the heart that has God rejoice.

"Believing that you will be like the creator of a tree by eating the fruit of the tree is

naive, Lady Eve"; in this line of  DECEPTIVE TRUTH is located the premise for

the  fall  of  man,  a  fall  which  occasioned  sin,  suffering  and  death.  Like  a

philosopher Gideon inquired into the religious myth by which is accounted the fall

of man; from it he developed a sound logic and theory of how every problem we

face is based on deceptive truth. The one who deceived Eve is still working as he

finds audience in those who deceive,  among them we have racism, tribalism,

extremism, we have those who distort the Gospel, those who betray, simply put,

every wrong is borne of a deceptive truth. The title is paradoxical, it cannot stand,

for truth cannot be deceptive; this paradox is a parody to all who share in the Eve

deception, for just as the deception didn't come true so nothing good or true can

come  from  deception.  To  end  the  deep  theological  piece  is  the  cosmically

resonating fact: GOD IS TRUTH, He is the Word Illuminating Life and Death.



JTwice  laced  the  piece  with  golden  voice,  melancholic  as  in  Untold  with

Wordsdiva, making more shiny an already shining piece.

It  takes  a  deep  philosophical  mind  grounded  on  revealed  truth  to  discern

deception especially when well crafted to sound logical; it is pertinent that every

man be a philosopher since it is the love of wisdom but not a philosopher like

sister philo, her own na philo-suffer; her degree no be for book na for body, as e

be say her body com be class wey men dy enter to learn things. Philo suffer no

be cos say she like am but her crayfish bend cos of circstances wey make her no

fit com stand for circle of normal human beings. Life no fair at all for her, e even

make her bleach; her papa sell her use the money marry wife wey dy bottle, she

dy sell food but she ma turn food. Boda Gidi dy yarn dis tori no be to make girls

turn dis kind philosuffer but to tell us say even if crayfish bend make e no bend

reach gutter, and also make pipu no dy wicked like Philo step-father and madam

Ekaette, make we help pipu even if no be our blood; make we knw say anybody

fit  turn  Philosuffer but  e no dy pay,  our body na wia Papa God sef dy com

sitdon.

Few experience is as wild as that of a heart in love; using the ecstacy of stomach

things, the King's heart was laid bare for the queen: "My fura!! da nono, quench

my thirst,/ Kwakwa dabino!! you’re my amusement/ My fura!! da nono, butterfly in

my chest/ Kwakwa Dabino! you’re my musing. Turning to the Fulani cum hausa

delicacy  and  lingua  respectively,  Eros  was  painted  well.  Upon  series  of

panegyrics expressing the persona's feelings he leaves us with the dynamite:

"Love is not just a beautiful thing, but beauty itself and I'm not just lucky with a

glimpse of it but the whole of it. hold of it, all of it." This piece is the relief of the

album that has hitherto been hot on our heels. It is saying, for all the problems

we face: slavery,  political  evils,  depression, dark nights,  suffering,  deceptions,

etc, Love has a way of lighting life; it is not all gloom. Hearts in love can vouch for

this piece, the imagery so flowery, galatical, and tactile.



We've being on a journey wild, but the cunning poet saved the crest for the last;

not until  the last bus stop do we arrive the heart of the wild accompanied by

Philip Dobson and the Supreme Gilbert; here we find a poet, a musician and a

poet-artist. The man behind the wild is what we see in the final track which shows

a man devoid of  fear,  a lion that scares the jungle rather than vice versa as

Dobson sweetly sang. Supreme picks it up by subjecting the socio-cultural status

quo to criticism; ours, says the painter-poet, is a problem of identity crisis and

failure; to be lions we must be on knees rather on feet. To that he detonates a

revolutionary fact: "we are black yet we are light" made more effective by the

repetition of it. It is this light -with it biblical connotation- that Gideon King sought

to unleash in this album and woe betide any judgment that thinks he failed in

doing just that.

In this album, written and produced in Jos we see how Art is truly at home in its

own home;  King is  poet,  a  philosopher,  a  social  critic,  a  christian witness,  a

concerned neighbor, a religious being, a romantic, a lionhearted king; these nine

dimensions resonate in each of the pieces to show that he is proverbially the cat

with nine lives for this album is a legacy for ages to come. The sound was great,

as much as is the voicing with each piece made unique by the strong emotion

betrayed in the voice. The rhythm of it makes it hard to fault except to note that a

selected few may find the usage of vernacular deep as much as the thorough

philosophic touch which will need further breakdown; the chorus in Slaves with

Crown is not as clear as the others and needs some ear straining to be grasped.

Poetry in pidgin is a novelty in this part of the world yet it  was delivered with

aplomb, as if canvassing that it is worthy to be Nigeria's lingua franca; a work

near perfect. Wisdom Illustrating Love from a Distance, indeed it is Wild.


